
Lesson Plan

Instructor: Taehyeon Kim
Target student: EFL – Intermediate level college student
Length: 50 min

Objectives:
∙ Students will be able to choose the appropriate meaning of the phrase based on the context of 

the dialogue through exercise sheet.

∙ Students will be able to have a chance to use various meanings within one utterance 
depending on the intonation and mood, by practicing to distinguish a phrase such as “Excuse 
me?”/ “Excuse me!”

Materials:
∙ Recorded audio file for listening
∙ Diction & comprehension check handouts
∙ Power point slides for instruction

Procedure:
Time Student Activity Teacher Activity

5
Students take their seat and pay attention 
to teachers’ instruction

Teachers gathers students’ attention by 
acting out a short dialogue and let them 
gain a broad picture of what to learn in 
class.
“hey”
“hey”
“you look beautiful today!”
“oh, really?”
“no!”
“hey!!!”

5
students listen to a short video clip two 
times and fill out the missing parts on the 
script.

Teachers set up the equipment and play 
the audio file once. Then check students’ 
rough idea about the topic. Teachers ask 
some students to tell the class what they 
heard.

15
Students receive exercise sheet and 
answer to comprehension check questions
on the form.
Then, check the answers with teachers as 
a whole class. 
Students listen to the audio file one more 

Teachers plays audio file one more time 
and pass out exercise sheet of conducts 
students’ comprehension check and 
together. 
Then, students listen to the file one more 
time, and do some dictation and check the



time, and do dictation to fill out the blank 
on exercise sheet
Students check the answers and listen to 
teachers’ next intruction

answers with teachers.
Lastly, teachers tell students about the role
of tone difference in utterance before 
moving on to the main activity.

20
Students make a pair and come up front 
voluntarily and read the dialogue on the 
role of A & B.
When there’s marked phrase such as “I’m 
sorry”, “excuse me”, one student in the 
pair should pick a ball from the box and 
read them in different tone of up and 
down based on each color of the ball they 
pick. (Red is up, blue is down)
Whether they make an appropriate tone or
not on a given phrase, audience students 
are very likely to notice that they are right
or wrong based on their peers reaction(If 
their dialogue goes awkward or weird, 
audience students will give a sign such as 
laughing)

Teachers instruct students for an relevant 
activity by demonstrating it in front of 
them once.

5 Students raise their hand with any 
question and concerns.

Teachers take a short time for giving some
comments and a quick recap. Then, 
teachers wrap up the lesson by asking 
students if they have any question and 
concerns and thoughts.

Rational
 Recorded audio file for providing students with a natural set of conversation.
 Listening script contains the name of Rue hoping that our teaching material can relate 

itself with students and draw more active participation from them.
 Short dictation activity was included to improve students focused listening skills.
 Attention gatherer was designed in a short but funny dialogue type to make it effective 
 Audio files are repeated in class more than twice to make sure students follow the 

contents of it.
 Comprehension exercise of listening material was included to check students 

understanding contents.
 The main activity was carefully designed mainly to avoid typical paper-based exercise 

type of activities and draw students’ interest and awareness of the role of tone 
difference in utterance.



Script (no specific topic, casual phone call conversation)

situation: Mingyeong missed her class throughout last week, and her best friends and
class mate Taehyeon called to see if she’s alright…

Taehyeon: hello?

Mingyeong: hello

Taehyeon: Hey, it’s me Taehyeon.

Mingyeong: Hi, Taehyeon, how are you?

Taehyeon : good!, um… I just called you if you are alright, I mean.. you didn’t come to
class throughout this week! Is everything alright?

Mingyeong: um… it’s a bit personal..

Taehyeon :  Come on.. I’m your best friend and I’m worried. Tell me what happened! 

Mingyeong : well…. Um… Actually um….,I broke up with my boyfriend last week :(

Taehyeon :  Really??? I’m sorry…

Mingyeong: but I’m fine now, you are such a good friend. By the way, do you mind if i
borrow your notebook for the class last week?

(Taehyeon’s mom is calling him from downstairs for dinner)
Taehyeon: okay mom~~~ oh,I’m sorry? What did you say?

Mingyeong : I said Can I borrow your notebook for our class yesterday?

Taehyeon: yeah, sure sure~! Um..but sorry I don’t have it right now with me.

Mingyeong: what do you mean you don’t have it now?

Taehyeon: you know the guy “Rue” in our class..  he borrowed my notebook earlier
today.

Mingyeong: Rue? Who is that guy?

Taehyeon :  You know the guy who barely comes to class…..and sometimes coming
late..

Mingyeong:  Oh! That guy!!…he’s not even coming to class, why did he borrow your
notebook? 

Taehyeon : He doesn’t want to fail the course maybe? So he gave me a hundred dollars
for it! But he said he will return it by tomorrow afternoon.



Mingyeong: Okay! Then, can I borrow it tomorrow afternoon?

Taehyeon : yeah sure, how much are you thinking of?

Mingyeong : what!??

End -

Comprehension check exercise

1. Why did Taehyeon call Mingyeong?

2. Why did Mingyeong miss the class last week?

3. When did Mingyeong break up with her boy friend?

4. Why can taehyeon not lend his notebook Mingyeong right now?

5. What kind of taehyeon’s personality can you infer from this conversation?



 

 









Rational

First of all, an attention gatherer was used in the form of a very short dialogue with some

sense of humor. Starting a class with a bit of laugh raise the rapport between a teacher and

students and at the same time well-made attention gatherer indirectly give them the hint of

key point of the lesson on that day,  which I  thought could be part  of applying inductive

teaching method in to our lesson. On the other hand, our audio clip material was recorded

based on the script we came up with on our own in hopes of providing students with more

natural set of conversational dialogue with pauses, re-start, tone-variation, and so on. It is

because although in general, English audio clips contain very clear sound, tone and accent,

often times they are overly dramatic and thus make those listening materials mechanical and

unnatural. Due to this reason, many students know that in order to speak English fluently,

they must act out overly emphasized tone and gestures, which discourages the beginner level

of English learning students. Also, in the script of the audio clip, we included the name of the

instructor of SLS 313 (Rue) “in order to help the students relate themselves more to the

learning material and thus integrate themselves into learning with more interest.” (Shin, H &

Crookes,G 2005). Since I thought the primary reason of why typical school English text book

was on  its  nature  of  being  neutral  to  everyone which  makes  no  one relate  to  the  book.

Secondly, short dictation part was designed sorely for checking students’ focused listening

skill, but we had the same answer for all the three blanks (“I’m sorry”) in order to make

students remind themselves of today’s main lesson in it. When we played the audio clip, we

tried to repeat as many as possible for the sake of students’ understanding the contents and

listening practice. Then, “comprehension exercise sheet was distributed to students to check

whether they are following and absorbing the contents given through the materials, and this

was  based  on individual  dimension”  (Flowerdew,  J  & Miller,  L 2005). Lastly,  the  main

activity was to have students make a pair and let one of them chooses a ball with the different



colors “red & blue) and read phrases with different tones based on the color of each ball. This

activity  was  made  to  encourage  students  to  participate  actively  in  the  class  and  also  to

experience how awkward dialogue can be when violating tone difference that  they’ve in

general taken for granted in their daily life.
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